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About This Game

WELCOME TO WACKY WINGS!!

Launch into this idyllic, arcade-style ride and take to the skies to explore the thrilling and diverse VR world of Wacky Wings!

Embrace the serene atmosphere of the game’s many themed levels - but don’t get too comfortable! You must keep topped up
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with fuel and weave with skilful finesse to collect your coins and boost your points, all while avoiding the tricky obstacles.

To begin with, your plane is slow and lacks manoeuvrability but collecting gold medals will improve your speed and
manoeuvrability.

Unlockable wings

10 Unlockable new wings, including:

Drones
Helicopters

Dragons
Time machines

wizards??

2 Unlockable Game Modes

Blitz Mode:

Explore the skies over an exhilarating black and white Blitz Mode, where you dream of being an ace pilot and must shoot down
opponents to collect fuel and stay in the air.

Endless mode:

Just keep flying and enjoy the frenzy as one of many wings exploring endless levels.

VR comfort in Wacky Wings

Although we have designed the game to give as little simulation sickness as possible, due to popular demand we have also added
a first person mode for the guys and gals with a steel stomach, our comfort suggestions are:

1 Seated with a Xbox or motion controller in third person
2 Standing with a Xbox or motion controller in third person

3 Seated with a Xbox or motion controller in first person
4 Standing with a Xbox or motion controller in first person ( oh lordy!)
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Title: Wacky Wings VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Pocket Money Games
Publisher:
Pocket Money Games
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: VR ONLY!

English
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This DLC is pretty unique, nobody has ever tried making fancy uniforms for units that fly\/ride planes, this DLC is pretty
unique in my opinion.. This game is horrible. Not worth the 5 dollars. This was a waste of time, It was cryptic for the sake of it.

Honestly was so excited by some of the humour until 10 min later the game was over.
. Great game been playing it for years love being germany WAR!!!!!!!!!!!! with everyone. What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?. Mmmmy Sharona
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What to do:

Buy this game and some copies for friends using those extra \u00a32.83 that you can't find a good use for. Instant LAN party
game.

Pros:
Cheap
Fast paced
Regularly updated
Indie :D
Few bugs
Good fun
Single player bots
Controller support

Cons:
The game is only really worth it if other people have it
Few options\/settings

Just get it.. Gameplay: The storyline is non-existent, which isn't the worst thing in the world. Unfortunately, however, there are
no redeeming qualities to make up for this. There are a decent amount of game mechanics and levels to keep the total playtime
up to 6 hours. The levels however are in no way challenging.

Visuals: It's pretty disappointing. It looks very unfinished.

Audio: It's not the worst audiowise. I can say that the sound effects match the disproportionate cartoon-like theme that they
were aiming for. The soundtrack would get repetitive as the amount of songs they had didn't match the playtime it took to beat
the game.

Replayability*: There is none. I have no desire to go back and play the game. All the levels are the exact same and often times
the "perfection" mechanics (collecting all of the X) can usually be done on the first run through.

*This varies A LOT from person to person, so only rely on this category from me if you've agreed with my other reviews'
replayability sections.. I really love this game and it has a lot of re-play value. For $5 it's really incredible. The art style and
animations are simple but brilliant and the music suits the setting perfectly. Really amazing.. I dare you to mark diagonally ^^.
fun open world game.. I'm a fan of this company's Hidden Object\/Adventure Games. I often found myself wondering what it
would be like if they just buckled down and made a straight Adventure Game, unburdened by the need to shoe-horn in
seemingly-pointless HOP elements. Now I know. I wish I didn't.

This game is a mess. Poorly translated, plodding & often nonsensical, with a wet thud of a finale, "Parallels Cross" feels like a
HOP\/Adventure game that was half-finished and rushed out the door to meet an artificial deadline...only to have Dave the
intern forget to unlock all the HOP elelments. It's dull, the pacing makes no sense ("My son is missing! I know where he is! So
let me just spend potentially HOURS solving this out-of-the-blue number sequence puzzle I have no reason to believe is in any
way related to his mysterious disappearance rather than smashing in the window and chasing after my missing son!"), the
puzzles are EXTREMELY tedious, and for the first time EVER in any of their games I found myself skipping puzzles just to
get through the dang thing. Don't bother with this one. It's a dud, plain and simple. Clearly they have no clue how to make a
straight adventure game. Let's hope they stick with the hybrid games from here on out.. GG with friends but pretty boring alone.
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